August, 1926

RAILWAY SIGNALING

[Letters to the Editor

I

Plans to Simplify Signal Aspects
To Tnt: El)1ToR:
Your editorial on ",\ simplification of Signa! Aspects" in the June, 1926, issue of Railway Signaling
is intel-esting-. as is also the article on. "Four-aspect
Color-light Signals Installed on English Road," by
W. J. Thorrowgood.
The phrase that particularly attracts my attention
is, "It is high time that the Signal section A. R . .'\.
takes 50111(' action to see that practices recommended
by the new revision of the code shall contain at
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ceed at it speed reduced to not exceeding one-half
the maximum authorized at point involved (not exceeding 30. miles an hour) prepared to stop at the
next signar' I shall say "Caution."
Four tracks at interlockings being the most complicated, I shall commence at that point:
Normally there are three lights displayed vertically. When these or any of the three are "Red"
the signal indicates "Stop." If all three are "Yellow" the signal indicates "Caution" and the normal
speed route is set. If but two are "Yellow" the signal still indicates "Caution" but the medium speed
route is set. If but one yellow is displayed the signal still indicates "Caution" but trains must move
at slow speed prepared to stop. This gives us the
dedded simplification the editorial speaks of. The
display of red means "Stop," yellow indicates "Caution" and green indicates "Proceed." The speeds
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Diagram of Proposed System of Light Signal Indications

least an alternative explanation of the possibilities of
a system of signal aspects that will be decided simplification and eliminate the necessity for an engineman to pass a red light, or equivalent, at speed."
Committee-X has an assignment to "Investigate
light signal aspects and submit a report on recommended display of light signal indications and aspects." In line with this assignment Committee-X
will submit a report on this assignment, for discusion at the September meeting, which gives th~
views of the members who attended the last meeting
of the committee. The committee has approved th~
report for submission for discussion but they are not
a unit in approving what is being submitted and it
is earnestly hoped that the discussion will be fa,,1
and furious.
I n the report two alterna tives are given wh ici.
eliminate the necessity for an enginl'man to pass a
red light at speed, viz: The position light signal as
used on the Pennsylvania (and which also is shown
in the present standard code) and the color-positionlight signal as used on the Baltimore & Ohio.
There was submitted a third alternative which was
given passing consideration but was not included in
the report as it was in conflict with one of the tentative conclusions of the committee reading, "Experience has demonstrated that no good objection
has been ra.ised to the display of red lights in the
"ignal aspects as prescribed by' the Standard Code."
The third alternative may and it may not have
merit. Speed signaling is the basis. Norn1al, mediutn
and slow speed has been given consideration. In this
disCtlssion "Reel" will be referred to as the stop indication, "Yellow" as the caution indication and
"Green" as the proceed indication, In other words
in order to avoid confusion instead of saying' "Pro-

vary. Thl' display of three green lights indicates
normal speed; two green lights indicates medium
speed and one green light, slow speed.
In automatic territory the lights are staggered,
when a red light is displayed the signal indicates
"Stop," yellow, either one or two (if two, arranged
diagonally) indicates "Caution" and green indicates
"Proceed."
There is but one so-called special signal for a
movement "Proceed, prepared to pass next signal at
medium speed," but even with this so-called special
signal, the principal involved of displaying red onlv
when the train is to stop, is adhered to.
The third alternative which eliminates th~
necessity for an engineman to pas;; a red light at
speed is shown in the accompanying drawing. I
trust vour readers will come to the September meeting of the Signal section with their rapid fire guns
fully loaded and have them pointed straight at Committee-X. 1 will be there, as chairman, supporting
the report as it will be printed in the advance notice.
Cleveland, Ohio
F. 13. Vhegand.
Signal Engineer. New York Central, Lines \Vest

\Vh,' ~ot Use the ASslstant Maintainer
. Rate to a Better Advantage?
1 (> fl r [)l'-(m
I 'l,'YC read with i11luc,-t the edlt01-ial appearing
in t lw Juh j:;~uP of R ailzpay Signa/ill!l <en titled,
'\\'hprt: art the <::i"nal 1Iaintaiu<:
of lhe :\lext
Dec:!rk to Come 'FrrJl1l ?"
The edItorial ~tates
tlla t three tnined maintainl'rs will :>0011 be requirer!
<1t a lilrg-e 11 rerlorking' now under (; Instruction and
fur' he tha' ">\ qllfly {)f th( -itual 1 she w- that if

